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The Foundation is engaged in thought leadership. The director of the
foundation Dr. Greg Mills appears to have travelled from Afghanistan
where he was given a prize to Latin America, Asia and various parts of the
world doing security advice. He has also been appointed as the African
representative for the Danish-African Commission and actively stimulates
the Lake Kivu Consensus on African competitiveness.
The older Nickolas Oppenheimer argues for an African century by giving Africa hands up and "not a never ending series of hand outs" (p.50). He
says Africa is "no more a hopeless continent" (p.56). He argues Africa will
succeed and why in the twenty first century, "things in Africa have changed
and we are on the roll" (p.59). He joined and co-authored with the Liberian
president and the Rwandan president at different times setting goals for a
stronger Africa.
Nikolas Openheimer challenges Africa's dependency and rejects the afro
pessimists by seeing possibilities where others saw simply despair. He
thinks Africa's comparative advantage in minerals and other primary commodities can provide an engine for growth as China is becoming a manufacturing power house and Africa cannot out-compete China.
This reliance on the curse of Africa's natural resources to make Africa
competitive appears self-defeating. The idea that Africa can make the 21;<
century an African one without building a manufacturing economy by an
integrated African economy is far from realistic.
Whilst the optimism for an African century by such business elites is
welcome, their approach of how to get there remains blinkered. Part of the
reason is that they lack clear understanding of the importance of bringing
about the national unity of Africans as Africa where those who settled and
those who were here originally can unite with Ubuntu the future of Africa.
9. Reuel j. Khoza (ed.), Let Africa Lead: African Transformational Leadershi p for the 21st Century Business, Vezubuntu Publishing Ltd, 2006: pages
285.
This is a book written by the former chairman of Eskom. It is a book about
how African humanism encapsulated in the philosophy of Ubuntu is good
to promote business in Africa. Reuel Khoza writes: "This is a book of ideas
drawn from life experience and generally accessible literature, which I have
tried to integrate in a single coherent explanation of Ublllltu in business.
The Preface for the book was written by the Thabo Mbeki when he was still
president. He said: "Reuel Khoza's Let Africa lead - puts forward the view
that Africa has all that is necessary to advance itself within the community
of mankind ... Africans welcome the world and are poised to make their
contribution felt in the 21;< century-the African century." Nelson Mandela
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endorsed both the author and the philosophy of Ubuntu in business by
saying "humanness does not weaken business. It strengthens it. It cements
the relationship upon which the teamwork and innovation must rest... Both
teamwork and trust are seen as vital components of world-class entrepreneurs today. They embody the positive values of the so-called "triple bottom
line of business sustainability.1f
Reuel Khosa is arguing to use Ubuntu to make this century an Africa 21
century. He quotes an African proverb: "Until lions have their own historians, all stories about hunting will glorify the hunter." Africa must have
leadership to restore Africa to itself. This can still be an African century, if
Africans can draw from their moral strength by spreading and energising
their value system ofUbuntu captured by the principle: motho ke motho ka
batho means I am because you are.
You are, because we are. Humans are humans because of other humans
and not simply themselves as individual empirical entities like Robin Crusoe. Interconnection as people comes first, not as atomised individuals
pursuing selfishly pleasure with hedonistic abandon.
This deep philosophy of African humanism is central to get Africans out
of their current misery. The philosophy of Ubuntu encapsulates African
humanism at the deepest level combining, emotion, reason, wisdom, action
and speech by connecting Africa's moral and intellectual power to forge a
shared human destiny. Former president Mandela used Ubuntu to create
national reconciliation rather than revenge, and consensus and harmony
rather than bitterness and settling scores. Ubuntu admonishes humanity that
we cannot achieve much by sacrificing our connectedness to each other and
nature by stressing our apartness. In the great circle of life, this means that
the 1000 communities which the European anthropological gaze froze into
separate units in Africa are first and foremost Africans tied by one garment
ofUbuntu's: you are because we are! With the philosophy ofUbuntu we can
unite and our diversity can be an expression of our identity to foster our
rock-firm solidarity and humanity in unity.
We will remain balkanised and divided as 53 states without much difference to the way we live if we fail to appreciate the value of Africa's powerful philosophy of Ubuntu. We thus need Ubuntu to overcome
balkanisation and realise full African unity.
We need Ubuntu to llllite our diverse commllllities into one Africanhuman unity. We need this African solidarity for Africa to help the world
achieve a more enduring civilisation on a planetary scale. We need Ubuntu
to improve African leadership by looking at tradition to build the new
enterprise. This is the compelling message of this excellent work by Reuel
Khoza. This is an important book that requires exposure so that more and
more Africans know about its existence.
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